
Procedures Cost Money 
 
When I first started in the industry, the most common blackjack game was single deck with 
similar rules from casino to casino. Typically, casinos downtown would hit soft 17 while Strip 
casinos would stand on soft 17. On the Strip in the 70s, the Riviera dealt double deck and the 
Frontier, Caesars, and the Trop offered a mix of single deck or 4-deck shoes. Whether to offer 
multiple or single deck isn’t a procedure, it’s a marketing decision. The same with hitting or 
standing on soft 17. 
 
As dealer, the “procedure” was to use his “judgement” to shuffle when he didn’t “think” 
enough cards remained to complete the next hand. If the dealer did happen to run out of cards 
during a hand, whether shoe, single, or double deck, the dealer would simply leave the cards on 
the table, as is, shuffle the cards in the discard, and continue where he left off. 
 
The thing about gaming is that if “someone else does it” it validates any potential game or 
procedural change. Some casino, I would guess Caesars, implemented the “procedure” of 
inserting the cut card near the end of the pack. In those days, the “initial procedure” was to 
insert the cut card about 26 cards from the end of the pack. When the cut card came out, the 
dealer would finish the hand and then shuffle. At this point, the cut card is used only to assure 
enough cards remain to finish the next hand. 
 
Anything that suppresses or limits play is at the expense of revenue. Nowadays, the 
“procedure” is to deal from a 6-deck shoe and insert the cut card about 1.5 to 2 decks from the 
pack thereby only dealing 4 or 4.5 decks of 6 before stopping play and forcing the players to 
endure the time to shuffle. How many players see this as an opportune time to leave the game? 
 
How did the “procedure” migrate from “judgement” to 26 cards to 78 cards to 104 cards? To 
“discourage card counters.” Casinos know that a card counter will encounter more 
advantageous plays near the end of the pack. So, this “procedure” assumes every player at the 
table is a counter or a potential counter. Imagine the millions lost yearly by shuffling more 
frequently than necessary. 
 
There is a whole sub-culture of card counters who have their own membership web sites 
dedicated to identifying casinos where “procedures” invite counters (see attachment). If a 
casino would change their 6-deck procedure from shuffling at 1.5 decks remaining to shuffling 
at .5 decks remaining, the casino would have an influx of “advantage players.” 
 
Another “procedure” is the elimination of “mid-deck entry.” In other words, a player wanting to 
play must wait until the shuffle before being dealt a hand. This mid-deck entry rule is targeted, 
again, to card counters specifically “back counters.” In other words, back counters will only 
enter the game when they have an advantage. Again, hands lost due to this procedure. 
 
The Zillions product, as envisioned, will eliminate both of these procedures that attack ALL 
instead of only the players they need to target. No need to treat every player as a threat when 



Zillions can identify the real threats. But to do so, we must be able to calculate the player’s 
advantage or disadvantage. For example, with back counters and facial recognition, we can 
associate the real back counters who enter the game with an advantage and deal with each 
appropriately (take them in the back room and beat em up). 
 
There are so many things we do in gaming that adversely affects revenue. In my years in gaming 
and in monthly P&L meetings, the focus is the bottom line. That’s good. But in focusing on the 
bottom line, management assume that any reduction in expense increases profit. What’s the 
largest expense…Labor. How do you decrease labor in table games? Two ways: #1 ask the 
employees to work for less or #2 have more players on fewer tables. In 1995 I wrote “Warning: 
A High Table Utilization May Be Hazardous to Your Profit”, Casino Journal, National Edition. 
According to Tangam Gaming, this article was the impetus for them to create their yield 
management product. I’m also attaching “Use Em or Lose Em.” 
 
 


